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Kind Hearted Cleaner
Base Salary
$ 22

Description
Cleaning positions are available at Kind Hearted Cleaners for both full time and part
time (flexible hours) positions. Both positions require you to commit to the same
hours each week.

Starting wage of $22 per hour.

 

Work with us

Job Description

As a Kind Hearted Cleaner you will be working across the Greater Victoria area
working with our Kinder Clients. At Kind Hearted Cleaners we provide training and
have a Kinder Standard for cleaning, our motto is “If it isn’t cleaner than before you
started, it wasn’t cleaned at all”.

Kind Hearted Cleaners offers a higher base wage and wage increase every 6
months until you hit your wage cap. All wages are before tips, remember, be Kind
for Kinder Tips.

 

Job Requirements:

Driver
Must be able to lift 30lbs
Self motivated and self starter
Team Player
Your own products (Strict no bleach policy)
You will need a small vacuum and a mop

If you need help acquiring anything talk with us… We are always happy to help.

Our ethos is to be Kinder, kinder to each other, kinder on the planet, kinder to our
clients and most importantly of all, kinder to our staff by paying living wages from
day one.

Your fixed schedule means you can work as much or as little, as long as
those are your ongoing hours.
Flexibility available

We offer hours every day of the week, mornings, evenings and weekends included.
Hours range from 6am – 9pm (hours include your time cleaning and leaving).

Kind Hearted Claners

Employment Type
Contractor

Job Location
Remote work from: Greater Victoria,
Vancouver Island, BC

Working Hours
Work is available from 6am until
9pm

Kind Hearted Claners The Kinder Cleaning Service
https://kindheartedcleaners.com



Residential or office cleaning available.

Apply with us today and begin booking work immediately, on your own schedule.

Apply today.

Qualifications
Must hold a valid driver license.

While cleaning experience is preferred it is not needed. We provide basic training
for every Kind Hearted Cleaner who joins us!

Job Benefits
Kind Hearted Cleaners gives you flexibility and stability with working wages
alongside great technology to help you see and understand your schedule, as well
as make changes to your schedule online.
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